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EDUCATION
Ybl Miklós Építőipari Műszaki Főiskola
Engineering in Construction, Construction Engineer
1990.
Kandó Kálmán Villamosipari Műszaki Főiskola
Informatics, IT Engineer
1994.
EuroTrend Informatika Kft.
Windows NT4 / 2000 and AIX system administrator, course
1998.
Microsoft courses, seminars
MAFSz (Magyar AmatőrFilm Szövetség)
Videoprogram-editor
1993.
EXPERIENCES
Engineer - BKV Rt. - Budapest
1990-1994.
According to my first diplom I was engineering mainly traffic plans. In the first time only on "paper", later by using
AutoCAD software.
Group system admin - BKV Rt. - Budapest
1994-1997.
After acheiving the IT Engineer diploma at the same workplace I used to managing the DOS/Windows and Windows 95
systems and helping the users of a workgroup. Besides I was also engineering traffic plans using AutoCAD.
Linux administration and shell scripting
1995.
As a part time work for about a two-three month period I was working with Linux as root, and I programmed few
shellscripts.
Territotial sysadmin - BKV Rt. - Budapest
1998-2002.
Managing the DOS/Windows, Windows 95/98 systems of the territory, maintaining Windows NT4/2000 systems that are
connected to the company's domain and helping the users.
Network Administrator - British American Tobacco Hungary
2002.
Managing the Middle-European network of the company (Windows 9x, Windows NT 4, Novell NetWare, Windows 2000,
Active Directory and Lotus Notes), and managing the daily and weekly backup, supporting users.
Main System Administrator - National Land Foundation
2003-2006.
Planning, realising and managing company network (Windows 2000/XP/2003, Active Directory, Exchange) and the devices
attached to it, managing backups, supporting users, remote management, remote help. Planning, realizing and managing
the company's country-wide network (VPN), applying security settings, remote installations etc..
Non officially, but in practice in the middle of 2004 I became a group leader of our system administrator team (two men
not counting myself). In the beginning of 2005 this number decreased to one, and at the end of the same year the group
was ceased.
System Administrator
2006-...
Several short-term works.
./.

WHAT ELSE I DO
2008-... Photographer, printing preparations, publication design, ...
As a freelance photographer I examed my abilities in many territories, for example as a photo reporter, fashion- and
model photography, documentary photography, dance- and theatre photography etc.. I have published photos in printed
and online press also and in publications as well, and also I had exhibitions. For all of these I worked out and prepared for
printing my photos myself.
As well I am familiar with computer applications that are needed to do these tasks, I mean Photoshop, Illustrator,
inDesign etc..
1997-... - Webdesign, website building
I'm building webpages, websites, I have a quite well knowledge of HTML and CSS, PHP and some JavaScript.
1995-... - Betatesting
As an official betatester os Microsoft I'm testing the operating systems (Windows 95/98/ME/NT4/2000/XP/.NET Server)
and betatesting of Microsoft Office 97/2000/XP
In most cases I tested the English and the Hungarian versions also.
1999-2004 - Teaching/training
At EuroTrend Informatika Kft. I tought the hardware/software knowledge and Windows NT4/2000 sysadmin knowledge, I
trained people for these kinds of work.
I also used to teach common computer usage (Windows, Office etc.).
Untill year 2004 I was also a leading trainer of "Lapoda" multimedia editing software.
LANGUAGES
English
I have an international (Pittmann) exam, the 3rd level, which means an intermediate level. I plan to achieve a higher level
of this exam.
Russian
I have a medium level knowledge of this language.
I never feel disturbed if I have to communicate in foreign languages, either speak or write.
Mainly I can say that I have a good sense of languages, and I can quickly learn a language at a basic level.
OTHERS
Car driving license
I have Hungarian car driving license category "B" since 1985, and I'm a safe, but not a slow driver.
Hungarian Administrative Exam
Because at the National Land Fund I was working as a civil servant, I had to achieve the basic and the high level of this
exam also.
Hobbies
One of my main hobbies is computers, computer sciences, website and application programming in PHP and C/C++.
And so, I am managing few websites.
The other main hobby of mine is astrology and astronomy. Ofcourse I'm learning thease sciences.
I also love to write and play music. In those old times I used to play drums, keyboards and some guitar, nowdays I mainly
play on keyboards and computers.
I love to take photos and videos. I have a medium level videoprogram-editor qualification.
In the last years my love for photography expanded and so now I title myself also as a photographer.
I am interested in gastronomy also, especially in the world of drinks, and I have a medium level mixer qualification.
ABILITIES
Quick and useful resolution of problems
I easyly can see through the problems, and ofcourse can find the resolution as well. Few years ago I used to write
computer programs in Basic, C/C++, Xbase, and this ability was very useful then also.
Ability to learn quickly. I like to develop my knowledge.

